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The Genesis bibliography was compiled using various library searches engines with particular keywords:

Search Engines below used keyword search terms [“Genesis” and “solar wind”] and cross-referenced with Google Scholar:

- OCLC WorldCat (https://www.worldcat.org/)
- IEEE Digital Library (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/)
- NASA STI NTRS (https://www.sti.nasa.gov/)
- LLNL Web Site Bib. List as of 2010 (http://genesis.lanl.gov/publications_IX.html)
- JSC Library Search Engine: http://gz6wz4fl9g.cs.serialssolutions.com/; Includes hits from:
  - Advanced Technologies Database with Aerospace
  - Aerospace Database
  - Aluminum industry Abstracts
  - ANTE: Abstracts in New Technology & Engineering
  - GeoRef
  - IOP science platform
  - Mechanical & Transportation Engineering Abstracts
  - Engineering Abstracts
  - SAO/NASA Astrophysics Data System Journals
  - Solid State & Superconductivity Abstracts
  - Springer technology research databases
  - Wiley
  - WorldCAT.org

WorldCat (https://www.worldcat.org/) search engine used for keyword search term [“Genesis Sample Return”] and cross-referenced with Google Scholar.

WorldCat (https://www.worldcat.org/) search engine used for keyword search term [“Genesis Mission” and “NASA”] and cross-referenced with Google Scholar.

Genesis Publication Bibliography as of November 2016


Dominguez, G. (2010). A heterogeneous chemical origin for the 16O-enriched and 16O-depleted reservoirs...


Cosmochimica Acta, 74, 1, 340-355.


**Ph.D. Dissertations:**


**M.A. / M.S. Thesis:**


**U.S. Government NASA Genesis Reports:**


Klein, John; Manning, Rob; Barry, Ed; Donaldson, Jim; Rivellini, Tom; Battel, Steven; Savino, Joe; Lee, Wayne; Dalton, Jerry; Underwood, Mark; Surampudi, Rao; Accord, Arden; Perkins, Dave; Barrow, Kirk; Wilson, Bob (2004) Genesis failure investigation report : JPL Failure Review Board, Avionics Sub-Team. JPL Publication, JPL Technical report, JPL-Publ-2005-2.


**UTTR Soil Reports:**


**Genesis Lab Biological Tests:**

**Genesis Mission in the NEWS**


Genesis Mission LPSC Abstracts as of November 2016

http://www.lpi.usra.edu/publications/absearch/
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